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European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1969-01-07
the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the organisation for economic co operation and development oecd each volume contains a
detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member states of each organisation each volume contains a
comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant publications

Criminal Proceedings, Languages and the European Union 2013-08-28
the book criminal proceedings languages and the european union linguistic and legal issues the first attempt on this subject deals with the current situation in the jurislinguistic studies which cover
comparative law language and translation towards the aim of the circulation of equivalent legal concepts in systems which are still very different from one another in the absence of common cultures and
languages in criminal procedure it is possible to distinguish features that are typical of common law systems and features that are typical of civil law systems according to the two different models of
adversarial and inquisitorial trials therefore the most problematic challenges are for the european union legislator to define generic measures that can be easily implemented at the national level and for
the individual member states to choose corresponding domestic measures that can best implement these broad definitions so as to pursue objectives set at the european level in this scenario the book
assesses the new framework within which criminal lawyers and practitioners need to operate under the lisbon treaty part i and focuses on the different versions of its provisions concerning cooperation in
criminal matters which will need to be implemented at the national level part iii the book analyses the issues raised by multilingualism in the eu decision making process and subsequent interpretation of
legal acts from the viewpoint of all the players involved eu officials civil penal and linguistic lawyers part ii explores the possible impact of the eu legal acts concerning environmental protection where the
study of ascending and descending circulation of polysemantic words is especially relevant part iv and investigates the new legal and linguistic concepts in the field of data retention protection of victims
european investigation orders and coercive measures part v

Politics and Finance in the European Union 2016-03-09
the recent financial and sovereign debt crisis while turning the spotlight into the degenerating effects of modern day capitalism has engendered a series of hard to control events that are severely testing
the stability of the european institutions the adjustments to date have proved unable to adequately tackle the financial turmoil that is undermining the construction of the eu hence the need to identify
the reasons behind this situation which is accompanied by the failure to achieve an osmosis between the member countries of the union the objective to be pursued is clarifying the uncertainties and
contradictions within europe for the purpose of addressing what many see as a systemic crisis

Management and Resolution of Conflict and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe 2023-08-14
this is the third and final volume of essays issuing from the leverhulme international network renaissance conflict and rivalries cultural polemics in europe c 1300 c 1650 the overall aim of the network
was to examine the various ways in which conflict and rivalries made a positive contribution to cultural production and change during the renaissance the present volume which contains papers delivered
at the third colloquium draws that examination to a close by considering a range of different strategies deployed in the period to manage conflict and rivalries and to bring them to a positive resolution
the papers explore these developments in the context of political diplomatic social institutional religious and art history

Governments and Parties in Continental Europe 1896
the fourteen essays that comprise this volume concentrate on festival iconography the visual and written languages including ephemeral and permanent structures costume dramatic performance
inscriptions and published festival books that voiced the social political and cultural messages incorporated in processional entries in the countries of early modern europe the volume also includes a
transcript of the newly discovered register of lionardo di zanobi bartholini a florentine merchant which sets out in detail the expenses for each worker for the possesso or entry of pope leo x to rome in
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On the Origins of Urban Development Programmes in Nine European Countries 2003
this book examines political social and economic interactions in highly interconnected areas stretching from europe to eastern europe north africa the middle east and east asia labelled as trans europe
the first part of the book focuses on the interests of several leading actors in trans europe the second part deals with the actions of national actors trying to compete with the eu influence in their shared
neighbourhood the third part studies cross border issues such as economic dynamics migration flows and energy markets in the trans european space

Ceremonial Entries in Early Modern Europe 2016-03-03
this volume is dedicated to serenata and festa teatrale in 18th century europe especially to the production of this music dramatic genre at the courts on the iberian peninsula in italy and the holy roman
empire where it was an integral part of court ceremonials and a privileged ritual of repraesentatio maiestatis the 16 studies on patrons and artists exceptional events and local traditions reveal highly
interesting material for the research on these up to now largely neglected genre any approach to these works full of metaphors symbols and allusions has to take into account the context of the
celebration and the resulting multiplicity of aspects choice of themes dramaturgical forms textual and musical structures vocal and instrumental ensembles and the various options regarding the stage
apparatus serenata and festa teatrale in 18th century europe edited by iskrena yordanova lisbon and paologiovanni maione naples inaugurates the series cadernos de queluz a subseries of specula
spectacula by don juan archiv wien

The EU in a Trans-European Space 2019-02-19
from the third international workshop on the subject u of florence 1997 come 18 papers reviewing the issue of alien crayfish decimating the relatively few native species in european freshwater
environments in a historical and taxonomic context the initial paper explains why such homogenizatio

Serenata and Festa Teatrale in 18th Century Europe 2018-06-25
die im vorliegenden band versammelten aufsätze analysieren die vielfältige art und weise wie der vatikan die nationalen kirchen und einzelne katholiken mit dem aufstieg der extremen rechten in europa
während der 1920er 1930er und frühen 1940er jahre umgingen vom ende des ersten weltkriegs der mit recht als einer der wichtigsten katalysatoren des europäischen faschismus in der
zwischenkriegszeit gilt bis zum schluss und zu den unmittelbaren nachwirkungen des zweiten weltkriegs während einige aufsätze sich auf theoretische methodologische probleme konzentrieren
beschäftigen sich die meisten beiträge mit jeweils einem land oder einer region wo eine faschistische bewegung oder ein solches regime zwischen den kriegen und während des zweiten weltkriegs
erfolgreich war und wo es gleichzeitig eine signifikante katholische präsenz in der gesellschaft gab fast ganz europa wird behandelt ein beispielloses unternehmen und eine große zahl wichtiger kontexte
und methoden wird untersucht so wirken die beiträge mit an der allgemeinen entwicklung eines interpretativen cluster modells das eine reihe von grundmustern der forschung vereinigt und zukünftige
untersuchungen anregen wird the papers presented in this volume analyse the many ways in which the vatican national churches and individual catholics dealt with the rise of the extreme right in europe
throughout the 1920s 1930s and early 1940s from the end of the first world war arguably one of the main catalysts of european interwar fascism to the conclusion and immediate aftermath of the second
world war while a number of papers focus primarily on theoretical methodological issues pertaining to the book s general theme the majority of papers focus on either a country or region where a fascist
movement or regime flourished between the wars and during the second world war and where there was a significant catholic presence in society the various chapters cover almost the entire european
continent an endeavour that is unprecedented and they explore a wide range of relevant contexts and methodologies thus further contributing to the general development of an interpretive cluster model
that incorporates a series of investigative matrixes and that will hopefully inspire future research
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Crayfish in Europe as Alien Species 2017-11-22
this volume brings together ten original papers on the population dynamics and development of western european port cities in a substantial overview chapter lawton and lee examine port development
and the demographic dynamics of european urbanisation setting in context the individual case studies that follow these studies of bremen cork genoa glasgow hamburg liverpool malmö nantes
portsmouth and trieste provide an important enhancement of our understanding of the particular socio economic and demographic characteristics of port cities and point to the existence of a particular
port demographic regime they emphasise the central importance of the high proportion of unskilled and casual labour the susceptibility of cyclical employment the inflated risk of epidemic infection and
other demographic and economic factors specific to port cities

Catholicism and Fascism in Europe 1918 - 1945 2015-05-01
leading scholars demonstrate the importance of archaeobotanical evidence in the understanding of the spread of agriculture in southwest asia and europe

Population and Society in Western European Port Cities, c 1650-1939 2001-09-01
european identity examines how europe is represented linguistically in the news media of four eu countries france italy poland and the uk through the use of an electronic corpus built from newspapers
and television news transcripts this multilingual comparable corpus is composed of the entire contents of four newspapers published in each country collected over two periods of three months and the
transcriptions of two tv news broadcasts collected over two periods of two months the theoretical and methodological frameworks adopted include discourse analysis corpus linguistics and corpus
assisted discourse analysis the individual chapters investigate various aspects of european identity as it is discursively construed in the news media of the different countries such as europe as a political
and geographic entity european union institutions european history citizenship and immigration based on a bottom up orientation and using both quantitative and qualitative methods all chapters but one
use a comparative approach to the data juxtaposing the journalist representations of europe in two or more languages the fundamental aim of the volume is to demonstrate how linguistic analysis and in
particular the study of large amounts of linguistic data can make a vital contribution to the analysis of political and social issues

The Origins and Spread of Domestic Plants in Southwest Asia and Europe 2007-08-10
lt col nathaniel newnham davis s 1908 guide provided readers of the day with information on the best dining places in france belgium italy germany spain russia greece and sweden among other
countries

European Identity 2012-05-31
the first volume of viaggiatori curatele series seeks to recreate some scientific dialogues namely meetings exchanges and acquisition of theoretical and practical scientific knowledge thus linking the
cultural historical and geographical context of america asia europe and mediterranean sea between the 16th and the 20th century more specifically the main objective is to consider the role of travellers
as passeurs as intermediaries for building and allowing the circulation of knowhow and the practical and theoretical knowledge from one continent to another

Gourmet's Guide to Europe 2008
freedom today perceived simply as a human right was a continually contested idea in the early modern period in freedom and the construction of europe an international group of scholars explore the
richness diversity and complexity of thinking about freedom in the shaping of modernity volume 1 examines debates about religious and constitutional liberties as well as exploring the tensions between
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free will and divine omnipotence across a continent of proliferating religious denominations debates about freedom have been fundamental to the construction of modern europe but represent a part of
our intellectual heritage that is rarely examined in depth these volumes provide materials for thinking in fresh ways not merely about the concept of freedom but how it has come to be understood in our
own time

The scientific dialogue linking America, Asia and Europe between the 12th and the 20thCentury. 2018-06-11
freedom today perceived simply as a human right was a continually contested idea in the early modern period in freedom and the construction of europe an international group of scholars explore the
richness diversity and complexity of thinking about freedom in the shaping of modernity volume 2 considers free persons and free states examining differing views about freedom of thought and action
and their relations to conceptions of citizenship debates about freedom have been fundamental to the construction of modern europe but represent a part of our intellectual heritage that is rarely
examined in depth these volumes provide materials for thinking in fresh ways not merely about the concept of freedom but how it has come to be understood in our own time

Freedom and the Construction of Europe 2013-03-07
the european linguistic diversity goes far beyond the official national languages of the present 27 member states of the european union in every country several languages of smaller or larger groups of
speakers are used besides the official language or the languages of the majority population these languages are autochthonous languages that have been used for a long time in the individual country as
well as allochthonous languages of different groups of migrants and their descendants the sometimes complicated relations between national regional and minority languages within various countries are
discussed in this volume besides reports on several countries the general sociolinguistic and legal conditions are dealt with in overview contributions in addition the dublin declaration on the relationship
between official languages and regional and minority languages in europe is presented in 24 languages

Freedom and the Construction of Europe: Volume 2, Free Persons and Free States 2013-03-07
this volume examines the ten most popular fictional narratives in early modern europe between 1470 and 1800 each of these narratives was marketed in numerous european languages and circulated
throughout several centuries combining literary studies and book history this work offers for the first time a transnational perspective on a selected text corpus of this genre it explores the spatio
temporal transmission of the texts in different languages and the materiality of the editions the narratives were bought sold read translated and adapted across european borders from the south of spain
to iceland and from great britain to poland thus the study analyses the multi faceted processes of cultural circulation translation and adaptation of the texts in their diverse forms of mediality such as
romance drama ballad and penny prints they also make a significant contribution to a european identity in the early modern period the narrative texts examined here include apollonius septem
sapientum amadis de gaula fortunatus pierre de provence et la belle maguelonne melusine griseldis aesopus life and fables reynaert de vos and till ulenspiegel

National, Regional and Minority Languages in Europe 2011
customised books in early modern europe and the americas 1400 1700 examines the form function and meaning of alterations made by users to the physical structure of their book through insertion or
interpolation subtraction or deletion adjustments in the ordering of folios or quires amendments of image or text although our primary interest is in printed books and print series bound like books we also
consider selected manuscripts since meaningful alterations made to incunabula and early printed books often followed the patterns such changes took in late fourteenth and fifteenth century codices
throughout customised books the emphasis falls on the hermeneutic functions of the modifications made by makers and users to their manuscripts and books contributors b boler hunter t cummins a
dlabačova k a e enenkel c d fletcher p f gehl p germano leal j kiliańczyk zięba j koguciuk a van leerdam s leitch s mckeown w s melion k michael s midanik b purkaple j rosenholtz witt b l rothstein m r
wade and g warnar
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Top Ten Fictional Narratives in Early Modern Europe 2023-10-23
a valuable survey and reference resource it is hard to imagine a more needed and more useful literary reference work than this one which gives students and readers quick access to the lives and work of
a wide range of notable female writers from england and the continent from aphra behn to emily bronte from simone de beauvoir to isak dinesen from bridget of sweden to hannah arendt writers in more
than 30 languages are included french czech greek italian swedish spanish german russian portuguese serbian catalan arabic hebrew dutch bulgarian croatian slovak and more covers 1 500 years and all
major genres going back 15 centuries the encyclopedia covers the authors of novels short stories poetry plays criticism social commentary feminist manifestos romances mysteries memoirs children s
literature biography and other genres in signed entries some of which are mini essays experts in the field examine writers lives and achievements comment on individual works place artistic efforts in
historical context provide insights and analyses and present more information than can be easily found elsewhere without undertaking more exhaustive research each entry is followed by a bibliography
of primary works indexed by language nationality genre and century spotlights the interesting lives of notable writers in these pages students and readers will meet hundreds of interesting women writers
who made lasting contributions to the intellectual and popular culture of their countries while often leading fascinating lives among them agatha christie who wrote her first book in response to her sister
s demand for a detective story that was harder to solve than the popular fiction of her day and whose work has been translated in more languages than shakespeare s hildegard von bingen the 12th
century german mystic who wrote profusely as a prophet a poet a dramatist a physician and a political moralist often communicated with popes and princes and exerted a tremendous influence on the
western europe of her time mary wollstonecraft shelley whose 1818 masterpiece frankenstein or the modern prometheus became a literary sensation around the world ilse blumenthal weiss one of the
few concentration camp survivors to memorialize the victims of the holocaust in german verse lina wertmuller who in addition to her work in films has written plays for the stage and a novel and who once
was a member of a short lived puppet theater that staged the works of kafka special features ideal for quick reference and student research multicultural covers over 30 languages and 15 centuries
includes many contemporary writers provides essential biographic data on each writer each entry is followed by a chronological listing of the writer s published book length works offers critical
evaluations of major works indexes help find writers by country research by time period survey genres focus on languages

Customised Books in Early Modern Europe and the Americas, 1400–1700 2023-12-28
the religious histories of christian and muslim countries in europe and western asia are often treated in isolation from one another this can lead to a limited and simplistic understanding of the
international and interreligious interactions currently taking place this edited collection brings these national and religious narratives into conversation with each other helping readers to formulate a more
sophisticated comprehension of the social and cultural factors involved in the tolerance and intolerance that has taken place in these areas and continues today part one of this volume examines the
history of relations between people of different christian confessions in western and central europe part two then looks at the relations between western and eastern orthodox christianity islam and
judaism in the vast area that extends around the mediterranean from the iberian peninsula to western asia each part ends with a conclusion that considers the wider implications of the preceding essays
and points the way toward future research bringing together scholars from asia the middle east europe and america this volume embodies an international collaboration of unusual range its comparative
approach will be of interest to scholars of religion and history particularly those with an emphasis on interreligious relations and religious tolerance

Women Writers of Great Britain and Europe 2013-12-16
the first readily accessible and completely up to date survey of the jewish inscriptions of western europe

Religious Interactions in Europe and the Mediterranean World 2017-07-14
this is an important collection and starting point for the worthy goal of promoting a better understanding of the past that makes it less able to be manipulated for contemporary political and religious aims
compiled out of the european past its aim of a better understanding of traditional values ought to be useful for contemporary cultures and for the work of scholars of all cultures and continents
renaissance quarterly in the last decade or so many books have been devoted to the history of europe two conceptual axes predominate in a large number of these accounts a discourse focusing on
europe s values and another discourse fashioned largely in opposition to the first which emphasizes the process of european construction the first conceives of europe s past teleologically as a process by
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which certain values christian ethics individualism capitalism tolerance republicanism due process etc were affirmed and came to define european culture the second approach rejects the discourse on
values emphasizes the post enlightenment emergence of the concept of europe and the political and ideological implications in its continuous redefinitions and re elaborations during the past two or more
centuries this volume offers new approaches that integrate the long temporal dimension of the values based approach albeit devoid of its teleological element with the constructivist interpretation

Jewish Inscriptions of Western Europe: Volume 1, Italy (excluding the City of Rome), Spain and Gaul 2005-03-07
using germany as a case study of the impact of american culture throughout a period characterized by a totalitarian system two destructive wars ethnic cleansing and economic disaster this book
explores the political and cultural parameters of americanization and anti americanism

Finding Europe 2007
this book presents a broad overview of succession law encompassing aspects of family law testamentary law and legal history it examines society and legal practice in europe from the middle ages to the
present from both a legal and a sociological perspective the contributing authors investigate various aspects of succession law that have not yet been thoroughly examined by legal historians and in
doing so they not only add to our knowledge of past succession law but also provide a valuable key to interpreting and understanding current european succession law readers can explore such issues as
the importance of a father s permission to marry in relation to disinheritance as well as inheritance transactions and private dynastic and cross border successions further themes addressed by the expert
contributors include women s inheritance rights the laws of succession for the prince in legal consulting and succession in the rota romana s jurisprudence

The Americanization of Europe 2006
the series is a platform for contributions of all kinds to this rapidly developing field general problems are studied from the perspective of individual languages language families language groups or
language samples conclusions are the result of a deepened study of empirical data special emphasis is given to little known languages whose analysis may shed new light on long standing problems in
general linguistics

Travels in Europe 1833
the singer songwriter in europe is the first book to explore and compare the multifaceted discourses and practices of this figure within and across linguistic spaces in europe and in dialogue with spaces
beyond continental borders the concept of the singer songwriter is significant and much debated for a variety of reasons many such musicians possess large and zealous followings their output often
esteemed politically and usually held up as the nearest popular music gets to high art such facets often yielding sizeable economic benefits yet this figure per se has been the object of scant critical
discussion with individual practitioners celebrated for their isolated achievements instead in response to this lack of critical knowledge this volume identifies and interrogates the musical linguistic social
and ideological elements that configure the singer songwriter and its various equivalents in europe such as the french auteur compositeur interprète and the italian cantautore since the late 1940s
particular attention is paid to the emergence of this figure in the post war period how and why its contours have changed over time and space subsequently cross cultural influences and the
transformative agency of this figure as regards party and identity politics in lyrics and music often by means of individual case studies the book s polycentric approach endeavours to redress the hitherto
anglophone bias in scholarship on the singer songwriter in the english speaking world drawing on the knowledge of scholars from across europe and from a variety of academic disciplines including
modern language studies musicology sociology literary studies and history
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Succession Law, Practice and Society in Europe across the Centuries 2018-03-19
james joyce is now widely considered the most influential writer of the twentieth century his name and his most important works appeared again and again in fin de millennium surveys this is the case not
only in the english speaking world but also in many european literatures joyce s influence is most pronounced in french german and italian literatures where translations of most of his works appeared
during his life time and where he had a clear impact on his fellow writers in other countries and cultures his influence took more time to register sometimes after the war in the fifties and sixties and
sometimes only in the final decade of the century this was the case in most of the languages of eastern europe where the translation of joyce s work could only begin after the collapse of the soviet union
in the 1990s this book contains two volumes series editor dr elinor shaffer fba institute of germanic romance studies school of advanced study university of london contributors to the volume include sonja
basic university of zagreb eric bulson columbia university astradur eysteinsson university of reykjavik kalina filipova university of sofia marta goldmann university of budapest jakob greve university of
copenhagen manana khergiani new york teresa iribarren university of barcelona onno r kosters and ron hoffman the netherlands alberto lázaro university of alcalá madrid marisol morales ladrón
university of alcalá madrid maria filomena louro university of minho portugal tina mahkota university of ljubljana john mccourt university of trieste patrick o neill queen s university canada adrian otoiu
north university of baia mare rumania miltos pehlivanos aristotle university greece aleš pogacnik slovenia jina politi aristotle university greece steen klitgård povlsen university of aarhus h k riikonen
university of helsinki frank sewell university of ulster sam slote university of buffalo per svenson sweden emily tall university of buffalo björn tysdahl university of oslo tomo virk university of ljubljana
jolanta w wawrzycka radford university robert weninger oxford brookes university wolfgang wicht university of potsdam serenella zanotti university of rome

The travels of Theodore Ducas, in various countries in Europe, at the revival of letters and art 1822
a comprehensive study of the ritual practices in traditional christian europe

Clitics in the Languages of Europe 1999
this volume provides bibliographic and textural information which gives a real understanding of the 40 ore deposits in western and west central europe each deposit is introduced by a selected
bibliography listing the most important literature this is followed by a detailed discussion covering geological characteristics including the position grade and tonnage of the ore produced together with
potential reserve the stratigraphy and structure of the rocks of the district and the characteristics and age of the ore body the book also includes a section of maps pin pointing the most important
mineral deposits in each region making this work a valuable reference source for all those working in the fields of ore deposit geology and exploration

The Travels of Theodore Ducas [pseud.] in Various Countries in Europe, at the Revival of Letters and Art 1822
this is the first book to treat bombing during wwii as a european phenomenon and not just the blitz on britain and germany with western europe now at the heart of a united continent it is even more
difficult to explain how only 70 years ago european states destroyed much of the urban landscape from the air there were many blitzes between 1940 and 1945 with an estimated 700 000 people killed
the purpose of this book is to provide the basis for a comparison of the experience of western states under the impact of bombing in particular it considers the political cultural and social responses to
bombing rather than the military strategic and social dimensions which have formed the core of the discussion hitherto this book will correct the popular perception of the british blitz as the key bombing
experience by exposing the reality of life under the bombs for communities as far apart as brest palermo and rostock an international panel of historians consider the issues raised amidst the bombing of
human rights and protection of civilians in this seminal event in c20th history

The Singer-Songwriter in Europe 2016-03-22
a wall map for this report is available from the secretariat of the council of europe
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The Reception of James Joyce in Europe 2004-06-17
acknowledgments map of southern europe introduction southern europe and the making of a global revolutionary south conspiracy and military careers in the napoleonic wars pronunciamentos and the
military origins of the revolutions civil wars armies guerrilla warfare and mobilization in the rural world national wars of liberation and the end of the revolutionary experiences crossing the mediterranean
volunteers mercenaries refugees re conceiving territories the revolutions as territorial crises electing parliamentary assemblies petitioning in the name of the constitution shaping public opinion taking
control of public space a counterrevolutionary public sphere the popular culture of absolutism christianity against despotism a revolution within the church epilogue unfinished business the age of
revolutions after the 1820s chronology bibliography index

Ritual in Early Modern Europe 1997-08-28
this volume represents the first attempt to systematically compare organised crime concepts as well as historical and contemporary patterns and control policies in thirteen european countries these
include seven old eu member states two new members a candidate country and three non eu countries based on a standardised research protocol thirty three experts from different legal and social
disciplines provide insight through detailed country reports on this basis the editors compare organised crime patterns and policies in europe and assess eu initiatives against organised crime

Annotated Bibliographies of Mineral Deposits in Europe 2013-10-22

Official Journal of the European Communities 1985

Bombing, States and Peoples in Western Europe 1940-1945 2011-06-30

Nature Conservation Sites Designated in Application of International Instruments at Pan-European Level 1999-01-01

Southern Europe in the Age of Revolutions 2023-07-11

Organised Crime in Europe 2004-12-09
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